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About Us
Who We Are : Camp India Adventures is basically Adventure Tourism based company that provides
in-depth knowledge and experience to some of the worlds most exotic, beautiful and unique places to
visit.We are known for our understanding of traditional tourist destinations. Frequent research visits
by our team ensure up-to-date knowledge of each destination is made available to all our esteemed
customers.The motto of our company is to provide innovative quality and personalized services to
ensure a memorable and trouble-free holiday experience .
What We Do : Simply put, our passion is to create outstanding travel experiences for people with
spiritual adventures. If diversity of adventure is what you are seeking, Camp India has trips to satisfy
your most imagined destinations. Offering worldwide adventure tours, featuring experiences ranging
from wilderness treks to cultural journeys, we always find the hidden gems of each destination. Small
group or private itineraries, memorable accommodations, and expert local guides define the signature
ä¶¥nture Begins Hereâ²¾
Why Camp India : If diversity of adventure is what you are seeking, Boundless Journeys has trips to
satisfy your most imaginative spirit. Offering worldwide adventure tours, featuring experiences ranging
from wilderness treks to cultural journeys, we always find the hidden gems of each destination. Small
group or private itineraries memorable...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/campindia-adventures/aboutus.html

Products & Services

CAMPS

Family Camp Tour

Corporate Adventure Camps

College Camping

Kailash Mansarovar Yatra

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Trekking Tours

Rock Climbing

Snow Skiing

River Rafting

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Service Provider

CONTACT US
Camp India Adventures Private Limited
Contact Person: Gaurav Sharma
Plot No. 56, Ayodhya 1, Airport Road, Budhsinghpura Sunny Square, Near Aabkari Thana
Jaipur - 302029, Rajasthan, India
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